TOM / Thu 04.10.2018
Q (Offline)

Meeting Notes

Can we go to the middle model also later?

You can enter the model later, as long as you don’t break the embargo. But we only guarantee, the
controls will be there until 12.
Note (D.A)

IOF Meeting tomorrow (Fri) at 6 p.m. to discuss the KO-sprint format.

Sprint relay
Getting there
Go to the center by foot, from the official’s parking, it is the same walking distance from the PYRAMIDA
hotel.
Q(SUI):

Recommended spot for baggage drop off?

At the north-most ‘white car’ sign (in the bulletin), it is the nearest spot to the competition area.

Q(SUI):

Could you please repeat the rules for taping/entering the olive-green areas ?

No definitive rule, the organizers were trying to make it clear/easier for runners. If an athlete enters a
olive-green area, but realizes the mistake, step out the same way without gaining advantage it is OK.

Q(SUI)

How are the maps given to the athletes?

For the first leg, it is in the role, given to the hand. Maps for 2nd and other legs are (flat) on the wall, the
outgoing runner is responsible to take the correct map.

Q (GBP)

Can you comment on the mix of path / terrain

Depends on the route-choice.

Q

Are there control codes next to the control circles?

No, only description

Q:

Will there be a TV/display with results in the quarantine?

It is not planned, the runners will be released from the quarantine to the pre-start area, where they can
follow the race.

Q:

Can athletes see the map wall?

The athletes can see where the wall begins from the changeover area. The maps are sorted by numbers
beginning from 1

Q:

Is there a coaching zone?

The team zone is close to the arena passage, you have approach to the passage (no spectators) and you
are allowed to communicate.
Q:

Is there arena passage

Yes.

Note: It is not allowed to start with incomplete teams. Mixed teams must be complete ( W, M, M and
W).

Agreed to have only one TOM (merged TOM

